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Eventually, you will extremely discover a supplementary experience and exploit by spending more cash. yet when? attain you say you will that you require to acquire those every needs taking into consideration having
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and a lot more?
It is your totally own period to do something reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is the caring congregation training manual and below.

The Caring Congregation Ministry Implementation Guide - Karen Lampe 2021-05-04
Pastors and church leaders genuinely want to care for people in their congregations and communities. But
pastors cannot care for an entire church, and most laypersons don't have the training to do it. The Caring
Congregation Ministry is a model for person-to-person care that's been proven to work in small and large
churches across the U.S. It is a laity-centered ministry, where laypersons receive rigorous training and then
are commissioned to serve as Congregational Care Ministers, caring for others in their own congregation
and their extended community. This remarkable approach to congregational care was first developed by
author Karen Lampe and her team at The United Methodist Church of the Resurrection, in Kansas City. It
has been tested, refined, and strengthened, and is now being adapted in all sorts of congregational settings.
One early adapter was co-author Melissa Gepford, who launched a Caring Congregation Ministry in her
own rural church. Together, they have created this immensely practical guide for any pastor or leader
seeking to create a congregational care ministry. This Implementation Guide is the main book for getting
started. It introduces the ministry model and explains the Five Essentials which form the ministry's
foundation. It is extremely practical, full of checklists and other tools to help pastors and other leaders
understand (and explain) this way of providing congregational care. The Implementation Guide also
includes a section focused on the crucial component of this ministry–the Congregational Care Minister, or
CCM. This section fully describes the characteristics of CCM's, how to recruit people to this ministry, how
to discern if candidates are a good fit, and how to conduct the CCM training over a multi-week period. It
details the critical information CCM's must know, and the behaviors and habits they must practice in order
to be effective. Note that the companion book, The Caring Congregation Ministry: Care Minister's Manual,
is required for the CCM training. It serves as a training workbook, which then becomes the CCM's personal
reference manual.
The Caring Congregation - Karen Lampe 2011-09-01
Caring for the congregation is more than any one person can do, even the pastor. All persons eventually
experience grief and loss, crisis and suffering; and many come to church for the first time as a result of
needing help. Using this four-session study, modeled after The United Methodist Church of the
Resurrection in Leawood, Kansas, churches can form an effective team by addressing four key areas of
congregational care: prayer ministry, support ministry, hospital visitation, and grief and death ministry.
Karen Lampe says congregational care should be modeled after the ministry of Jesus, who offered
compassion, understanding, healing, and wholeness as a way of offering God’s redemptive gift of grace.
Congregational care is one reason, according to pastors Adam Hamilton and Karen Lampe, that their
church is successful in attracting and keeping new members. In each richly illustrated session, readers will
find inspiration, Bible-connection, skill building, practical tips, and resources, including: information about
anointing, helpful scriptures, application forms, suggested requirements and application for team member,
a volunteer leader covenant, safety and self-care contract, and a counseling guide.
The Practice of Pastoral Care - Carrie Doehring 2014-12-05
The Practice of Pastoral Care has become a popular seminary textbook for courses in pastoral care and a
manual for clinical pastoral education. In it, Doehring encourages counselors to view their ministry through
a trifocal lens that incorporates premodern, modern, and postmodern approaches to religious and
psychological knowledge. Doehring describes the basic ingredients of a caregiving relationship, shows how
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to use the caregiver's life experience as a source of authority, and demonstrates how to develop the skill of
listening and establishing the actual relationship. This new edition elaborates on and expands the author's
previous work, adding an intercultural perspective that gives more attention to religious pluralism in the
pastoral care setting. It offers a road map for using a step-by-step narrative, relational, embodied approach
to spiritual care that respects the unique ways people live out their values and beliefs, especially in coping
with stress, loss, and violence. Readers will be able to confidently and professionally offer pastoral care and
counseling to members of their congregations or other places of ministry.
Pastors and Elders - Timothy J. Mech 2012-02-01
This book is a perfect resource for use in congregations to enhance the relationship between pastors and
elders so that they can more effectively care for the church, setting out strategies for pastors and elders to
work effectively together.
Christian Caregiving, a Way of Life - Kenneth C. Haugk 1994
This complete leader's guide makes it easy to use Dr. Haugk's practical book to build community and train
church members in distinctively Christian caring and relating skills.
Speaking Hope - Jack Holland 2019-03-26
Western culture and many of its churches and pastors are enamored by the assumption that life's most
difficult problems call for in-depth psychological treatment. This book offers a different model of care than
the dominant perspectives of modern psychology to those who have the responsibility of pastoral
counseling. While there are a number of models and training programs for Christian lay counselors, this
work is original in its application of the Solution-Focused approach to training lay members. The
fundamental value of this book is as a guide for ministers in equipping the members of their congregations
to care for one another. It is in caring for and being cared for by others that we truly discover the joy of
living in God's community.
Breaking the Color Barrier - Kevin Murriel 2015-04-09
America is more diverse than ever and the Church should embrace such a gift. This hope-filled and
prophetic book seeks to answer the question, "Why does racial reconciliation matter in American
Christianity today?" It is a new vision for the Church. Murriel provides a snapshot of history that highlights
one of the Church's greatest challenges and uplifts a Christ-centered way forward that all pastors, laity,
students, and civic leaders should apply to promote racial reconciliation in American Christian Life as
communities become more diverse. Breaking the Color Barrier is a thoughtful and insightful guide to help
God's people move beyond the divisive issues associated with race to a more engaging reality of
progressing the Kingdom of God. Copyright 2015 Redd House Publishers, LLC
Lay Pastoral Care Giving - Timothy M. Farabaugh 2009
How do we learn to care for others in the community -- whether the community of faith or the extended
community? Some people seem to have natural gifts, but most of us can learn to show caring and to
improve our caring skills. Farabaugh's work offers insights into the life sapn and into the dynamics of
contemporary life to help us reach out with God's love and care to others. Farabaugh offers a systemic way
for caring to happen within congregational life. By using this resource, overworked pastors will find
personal respite in the use of caring gifts among tha laity in the church. This text is broken down into two
parts. The fist contains an overview of caring ministries by means of a daylong retreat. In the second part
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Farabaugh gives plans for an ongoing series of monthly meetings to cover a variety of topics in
congregational care.
The Caring Church - Howard W. Stone
'Howard Stone has given a very useful gift to parish ministers and their congregations in this very concise,
clearly written, practical, lucidly illustrated book. (His) contribution... grows out of the accumulation of
practical experience, as well as scholarship.'---David K. Switzer, Journal of Pastoral Care
A Biblical Guide to Caring for People in Financial Trouble - David A. Jones 2015-03-12
A church education manual that helps pastors teach about finances. Helps meet congregational needs as
well. Includes practical advice for caregivers. Filled with Scripture!
Help! I Lead Volunteer Teams at My Church! - Evan P. Doyle 2017-10-28
Help! I Lead Volunteer Teams At My Church! includes in-depth, ministry specific training manuals for the
the following ministries: *Altar Worker Training Manual *Greeter Team Training Manual *Usher Team
Training Manual *Small Group Leader Training Manual This Church Volunteer Handbook is a bundle of
training manuals. Each handbook provides a way for you to teach your ministry teams and clarify
expectations. The manuals will help you lead your teams toward excellence and servanthood. This ministry
training manual bundle will provide you and your teams with the instruction you're looking for. A new
volunteer at your church may not realize how important each aspect of ministry is at your church. They may
not know your vision for the team. The expectations may not be clear to them. However, ministry is too
important to be unclear in these areas. Training the ministry workers at your church is not as hard as you
might think, and, believe it or not, most volunteers want to receive instruction for the area of ministry they
are volunteering in. The importance of making a great first impression cannot be emphasized enough! You
know what a difference it can make to be serve others well, it can impact them so much so that it can
determine whether or not they ever return. Think of the times where you have been served at a restaurant
or store. You may remember the bad experiences more than the good ones. With this training manual
bundle you can train each ministry team to meet the various needs of people. Ensuring that adequate
training takes place is important! Each of these connections can influence a person's entire worship
experience. A handbook provides three things for your church volunteer teams: 1. Accountability - Clearly
providing a written ministry handbook gives you something to return to when volunteers seem to be
missing the point or not meeting expectations. 2. Articulation - Having a manual allows you to easily share
the vision and mission of your ministry with every volunteer at your church. 3. Accomplishment - Written
guidelines convey that what you're doing is important, while this may be subtle, providing a manual
communicates that you care about your ministry. Of course training your ministry leaders begins with your
example of living and modeling what you expect from them. Therefore, I want to help you focus on the
relationships you have with your team rather than spending hours and hours creating manuals from
scratch. Remove the frustration of coming up with and finding training material for your ministry teams by
taking advantage of getting this handbook today! Help! I Lead Volunteer Teams At My Church! is a bundle
of four different, customized training manuals for your greeter, usher, prayer, and small group teams.
Remove the frustration of coming up with training material for your ministry teams. Plus, included with the
Church Volunteer Handbook is a free bonus resource to help you develop new leaders. Each ministry team
is a important part to your next weekend gathering or service. Therefore, providing clarity and adequate
training for every team is even more important. In order to do a great job, team members need clear
instructions. This Church Volunteer Handbook is a bundle of training manuals.
Dementia Care Training Manual for Staff Working in Nursing and Residential Settings - Danny Walsh
2006-06-26
This accessible, interactive resource book encourages front-line staff working with dementia sufferers in
nursing and residential settings to examine their working practice and modify it to where appropriate to
meet best practice guidelines. Packed with photocopiable training exercises, discussion points and
questions to prompt care workers to reflect on their style of work, this practical training manual also
provides a framework for care work in line with statutory requirements and national training standards. It
can be used as a self-training guide by carers, who can work through it at their own pace or under the
supervision of a colleague, or by trainers running structured courses on good practice in dementia care. It
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is also suitable for use as a quick reference in daily practice. This comprehensive resource will provide
useful guidance for all staff working face-to-face with people with dementia, whether in nursing, day-care
or residential settings.
A Biblical Guide to Caring for Hospital Patients and Shut-Ins - David A. Jones 2014-05-13
Based upon the original book, "A Biblical Guide to Caregiving", this is one of five training manuals which
provides upgraded and additional material on the specifically titled subjects. Also added are thoughtprovoking questions to aid in personal study or small group discussion of the subject.
Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual. - General Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists 2005
Go Green, Save Green - Nancy Sleeth 2009
Sleeth divulges hundreds of practical, easy-to-implement steps that create substantial money savings while
protecting the Earth. She also demonstrates how going green helps people live more God-centered lives by
becoming better stewards.
Becoming a Church that Cares Well for the Abused - Brad Hambrick 2019-06-04
Is your church prepared to care for individuals who have experienced various forms of abuse? As we
continue to learn of more individuals experiencing sexual abuse, domestic violence, and other forms of
abuse, it’s clear that resources are needed to help ministries and leaders care for these individuals with
love, support, and in cooperation with civil authorities. This handbook seeks to help the church take a
significant step forward in its care for those who have been abused. Working in tandem with the Church
Cares resources and videos, this handbook brings together leading evangelical trauma counselors, victim
advocates, social workers, attorneys, batterer interventionists, and survivors to equip pastors and ministry
leaders for the appropriate initial responses to a variety of abuse scenarios in churches, schools, or
ministries. Though the most comprehensive training is experienced by using this handbook and the videos
together, readers who may be unable to access the videos can use this handbook as a stand-alone resource.
Writing Through the Darkness - Elizabeth Maynard Schaefer 2008-06-01
Virtually everyone copes with significant grief and turmoil at times. WRITING THROUGH THE DARKNESS
offers a menu of writing approaches--freewriting, memoir, poetry, and storytelling--to alleviate the anguish,
confusion, and pain associated with depression. Quotes and writing samples from students provide
inspiration and encouragement, and extensive resources direct readers to additional writing prompts,
instruction, and accurate mental health information and assistance. Practical how-to discussions and
plentiful exercises demonstrate how writing can help those with depression modulate their moods, develop
greater insight, feel a sense of accomplishment, and reconstruct a damaged life. A practical and supportive
guide to using creative writing exercises to ease the symptoms of depression. One in five people will
struggle with depression during their lifetime. Research-based techniques and stories from a decade of
results with a Stanford University writing group for people with mood disorders. Cites the latest research
proving the efficacy of writing to help people deal with depressive symptoms and emotional trauma.
Reviews"The material is wonderfully presented and approachable from many angles."-Fore Word Magazine
Stephen Ministry Training Manual - Stephen Ministries 2000
Associate Minister and Church Leader Training Manual - Sr. David Hopewell 2010-05
Pastoral Care in the Small Membership Church - James L. Killen, Jr. 2005-05-01
An introduction to pastoral care for pastors of small membership churches. “If you spend your whole life
serving small membership churches and doing it well, yours will have been a life well spent.” Small
membership churches have a real advantage when it comes to incorporating people into a fellowship where
they are known and where their needs are met. These churches and their pastors have an opportunity for
excellence in this area, and should make the most of it. Good pastoral care can be the key to effectiveness
in all of the other ministries of the church.From getting acquainted with your congregation, weddings and
funerals, picking up on subtle cues in a conversation to not-so-subtle conflicts, Killen shares insights from
years of ministry in a small membership church setting. James L. Killen, Jr. is a retired elder of the Texas
Conference, contributor to Circuit Rider, and author of Who Do You Say That I Am? A Personal Reader.
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The Pastor's Book - R. Kent Hughes 2015-10-14
Pastors are tasked with the incredibly demanding job of caring for the spiritual, emotional, and, at times‚
physical needs of their people. While seminary is helpful preparation for many of the challenges pastors
face, there’s far more to pastoral ministry than what can be covered in the classroom. Designed as a
reference guide for nearly every situation a pastor will face, this comprehensive book by seasoned pastors
Kent Hughes and Doug O’Donnell is packed full of biblical wisdom and practical guidance related to the
reality of pastoral ministry in the trenches. From officiating weddings to conducting funerals to visiting the
sick, this book will equip pastors and church leaders with the knowledge they need to effectively minister to
their flocks, both within the walls of the church and beyond.
Preparing the Pastors We Need - George Mason 2012-01-01
Amid the widespread discussion about 'the future of the church,' an important point is sometimes
overlooked: tomorrow's church will depend to a great extent on the new pastors of today who will serve and
guide our churches in the years ahead. George Mason's Preparing the Pastors We Need: Reclaiming the
Congregation's Role in Training Clergy makes a timely intervention, asking us to redefine pastoral
leadership by analyzing how, in fact, pastors are made in the first place. The book highlights an exciting
development in the training of pastors: pastoral residency programs and mentoring. Mason demonstrates
that these programs work best when the congregations themselves, not just leadership or staff, are an
active participant in the training. In this way, churches begin to reclaim their rightful role in the formation
of the ministers that will serve them. And, at the same time, they become healthier and more effective
churches. Mason gives us the analogy of physician training. Medical school produces graduates with
extensive knowledge of the body, but a practicing doctor will require several more years of internship and
residency. Similarly, our seminaries and divinity schools produce men and women with good biblical
knowledge, but they might not prepare a graduate for the task of helping a bereaved parishioner cope with
the sudden loss of a loved one. Moreover, such areas as finances, budgets, personnel management, and
vocational identity are also not well suited to seminary study. Mason shows that congregation-based
mentoring and residency are excellent ways to bridge this gap.
The Caring Congregation - Karen Lampe 2014-08-19
Equip your congregation for caring ministries.
Making Radical Disciples - Daniel B. Lancaster 2011-04-01
Making Radical Disciples A complete training system for mission trips, house churches, disciple groups,
and believers wanting to fulfill the Great Commission in Matthew 28:19-20. Developed and field-tested in
Southeast Asia over a seven-year period, learners experience hands-on training in how to imitate Christ in
their daily lives.
MINISTERS-WORKERS TRAINING MANUAL - GODSWORD GODSWILL ONU

relationship one person has with another. The effective group leader or counselor will be the person who
learns how to listen to other people. By studying and employing listening skills, church leaders will engage
others more compassionately, allowing them to feel that their needs are being met. These skills can be used
with persons who are terminally ill, inactive at church, going through a divorce, in a family with a severely
ill person, unemployed, seeking a new church, grieving, traumatized by catastrophe, going through teenage
adolescence, in marriage counseling, or leading a ministry team. John Savage offers eleven specific and
teachable listening skills for improving relationships among those who do ministry in small-group settings
or when offering counsel to others. The skills are taught through oral exercises and unfailingly helpful
examples from actual congregational situations. The skills include paraphrasing, productive questions,
perception check, expression of feelings and emotions, fogging, negative inquiry, behavior description, and
story listening.
A Biblical Guide to Caregiving Basics - David A. Jones 2013-07-27
Based upon the original book, "A Biblical Guide to Caregiving", this is one of five training manuals which
provides upgraded and additional material on the specifically titled subjects. Also added are thoughtprovoking questions to aid in personal study or small group discussion of the subject.
Real-Life Discipleship Training Manual - Jim Putman 2014-02-27
Over 100,000 sold! This companion training manual to Real-Life Discipleship provides unique guidance and
insight to pastors, church leaders, and their disciples as they work to create an effective discipleship
program. With a thorough, results-oriented process that can be applied in other contexts and cultures, this
manual explains the necessary components of disciple-making so that every church member can play a part
in reaching others for Christ. A great leader’s resource, it shows you how to cultivate new leaders for the
future and equip them to make disciples.
Listening & Caring Skills - John S. Savage 1996
John Savage offers nine specific, definable, and teachable techniques to improve communication. He
delineates his own proven successful program of training in the non-profit/business arena for listening
skills, and also includes exercises and examples of techniques taken from congregational situations.
A Biblical Guide to Caring for the Bereaved - David A. Jones 2015-09-28
A church education manual that helps pastors teach about end-of-life concerns. This will help meet the
needs of your congregation as well. Includes practical advice for family members and caregivers. Filled
with Scripture!
PULSE OF CHRIST - Nathan Brewer 2016-11-02
In Ephesians 4:7-11, Jesus gave five specific spiritual gifts for the equipping and building up of the church
to display his fullness in the world, yet only two are primarily used today- pastors and teachers. It's fair to
say that this is an insufficient representation of Christ. What would the potential be of the missing sixty
percent- apostles, prophets and evangelists- being activated as well? Could it be that every believer has
latent potential in these five areas? Following Jesus' model of learning by doing- not passive information
transfer- this practical training manual in the five fold ministry of Christ will be energizing. It will infuse
new life into your Christianity as the pulse of Christ pumps through your spiritual veins. These practical
exercises will stimulate atrophying muscles to spiritual growth. More importantly, it will glolrify Jesus as
his whole body is activated. In this fivefold training manual, you will find twenty-five practical exercises in
five areas, such as: - How to start a new ministry and multiply it - (apostle) - How to form an encouraging,
strengthening or comforting word - (prophet) - How to start spiritual conversations (hint: It's not what you
think) - (evangelist) - How to create an atmosphere of community and care - (shepherd) - How to read and
dissect the Bible yourself and teach others - (teacher) These exercises are designed to be simple,
reproducible, and cross-cultural for any Christian who wants to go deeper. They can be used to equip
individuals, youth groups, adult small groups, missions teams, whole churches or in ministry schools.
Discover for yourself the powerful fivefold ministry prototype Jesus designed for the church, and be amazed
as he reveals to you your part.
Nelson's Church Leader's Manual for Congregational Care - Thomas Nelson 2010-11-08
The helpful advice, prayers, and devotions included in this manual aid anyone who finds himself serving the
church and helping others in those tough situations when “you don’t know what to say.” Pastoral care in

A Minister's Manual for Spiritual Warfare - Mark A. Quay 2015-12-17
A Minister's Manual for Spiritual Warfare is written to assist pastors and other ministers help their
parishioners find freedom from demonic oppression. It is based upon years of experience and research and
was written in consultation with orthodox, highly credentialed theologians, biblical scholars, clinicians, and
attorneys. It is written from an evangelical Anglican perspective, but it will also be useful for other
traditions. The manual describes various kinds of demonic attacks and discusses the reasons to involve
medical and mental health professionals. Providing practical guidance for the deliverance ministry, it
includes diagnostic procedures, insight into the makeup and training of a ministry team, the appropriate
use of liturgies, pastoral care for victims and deliverance ministers, and legal considerations. The book
devotes special attention to exorcisms, emphasizing the importance of a teamwork approach and the
necessity of thorough preparedness, including an awareness of different strategies which demons may use
to thwart exorcists. Rounding out the manual is a series of accessible, biblical, step-by-step instructions to
assist ministers in helping others find freedom in Christ from demonic attacks. A Minister's Manual for
Spiritual Warfare is a must-have for any Christian minister involved in deliverance ministry.
Listening & Caring Skills - John Savage 2010-09-01
The secret to leadership and transformation of a group--or of another person--is the quality of the
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the church is not limited to pastors and other designated church leaders. Many parishioners perform
services in the name of the church, and this book is a great guide for them. It includes helpful advice and
tips on visiting the suffering, devotional aspects surrounding pastoral visits, prayers for any situation, and
helpful Scripture passages. Designed to be portable, this manual is an invaluable resource for those who
care for others.
Church Militant Field Manual - Richard M. Heilman 2012-06-01
God wants you, but He wants you "strong" in His supernatural power. From the very first days of our
membership in the Mystical Body of Christ, we are, in essence, commissioned officers in the Church
Militant. This Church Militant Field Manual will test you in your resolve to become strong in the Lord and
His mighty power. You will also learn the special operations (special ops) techniques and procedures for
search and rescue missions of fallen comrades (family and friends whose faith has grown weak). Discover
what it means to be "God strong."
The Church Leader's Counseling Resource Book - Cynthia Franklin Ph.D. 2011-02-01
This all-in-one guide is designed to better equip clergy and the church leaders to meet their congregations'
needs in a spiritually grounded and scientifically sound manner. Succinct, easy-to-read chapters summarize
all a pastor needs to know about a given problem area, including its signs or symptoms, questions to ask,
effective helping skills, and, most importantly, when to refer to a mental health professional. Synthesizing
what research says about treatment approaches for mental health issues, this user-friendly reference is
filled with guidelines, case scenarios, key points to remember, resources for further help, advice on
integrating scripture and theology with the best available research, and tips on partnering with others to
provide the best possible care for each church member. Each chapter is designed for quick lookup by
problem area, empowering church leaders to understand and help meet the challenges facing the children,
adults, families, and communities that they serve.
Care Revolution - Handbook for Pastors and Leaders - Dr Bosman 2020-01-22
The Care Revolution has helped pastors across the world understand that congregational care isn't a calling
they should handle alone. It's a ministry that must be member-run, ensuring that all believers in a church
are equipped for works of service and be involved in caring for God's people. But knowing this is just the
first step. Now, with the Care Revolution Handbook for Pastors and Leaders, you can discover exactly how
to implement the Care Ministry Network. Discover this proven system of congregational care that provides
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a safety net for churches to prevent people from falling through the cracks (or slipping out the back door).
Developed by Dr. John Bosman, this comprehensive companion handbook is a practical guide that's
grounded on intensive Scriptural references. Join the church care revolution today!
Lay Counseling, Revised and Updated - Siang-Yang Tan 2016-10-11
This one of a kind resource provides pastors, church leaders, and non-professional counselors with
everything they need to establish a program for lay counseling. This new edition has been thoroughly
revised and updated in light of fresh research and outlines a practical training resource that can be used to
train and equip lay counselors. Filled with useful forms and questionnaires, it also provides a helpful and
comprehensive survey of the programs and resources that are currently available.
Love Approach: 4 Proven Steps to Transforming Relationships in Your Family, Church, and Community - Dr.
Peggy Hartshorn 2021-05-21
In this story, Michael, Mariana, Katy, and Josh learn The L.O.V.E. Approach. You “listen” as they use it with
people they care about. Finally, you discover what has changed in their personal lives as a result. In this
book, you can also practice the 4 steps and see for yourself how transformational they can be – Listen and
Learn, Open Options, introduce a new Vision and Value, and Extend and Empower!
Soul Care - Herbert Kopp 2001
The Caring Congregation Ministry - Karen Lampe 2021-02-16
The Care Minister's Manual is the personal training workbook and reference guide for Congregational Care
Ministers (CCM's), who serve a central role in the Caring Congregation Ministry. CCM's receive in-depth
training, where they learn the theological foundations of congregational care, plus the behaviors, habits,
and practices they will need to follow in order to serve others well. Each CCM-in-training should have a
copy of this Manual. It serves as their training workbook, which then becomes the CCM's personal
reference guide. The Caring Congregation Ministry is a model for congregational care that's been proven to
work in small and large churches across the U.S. It is a laity-centered ministry, where laypersons receive
training and then are commissioned to serve as Congregational Care Ministers or CCM's, caring for the
people in their congregation and community. The Caring Congregation Ministry: Implementation Guide is
the main book for pastors and other leaders seeking to build, launch, and sustain a Caring Congregation
Ministry in their church.
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